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1. INTRODUCTION
 < < 4Let D be the disk z : z - r and let S be the family of functions f ,r
analytic and univalent in the unit disk D s D , and satisfying the condi-1
 .  .tions f 0 s 0 and f 0 s 1.
For a given subfamily F of S, the Koebe set of F,
f D , .F
fgF
shall be denoted
K F . .
In most important cases the set is a domain, in which case we shall call it
the Koebe domain. A classical result is that
< < 4K S s w : w - 1r4 . .
< <Any value q with q G 1r4 is omitted by at least one f g S, and is called
an omitted ¨alue of S. A discussion of Koebe domains for different
w xsubfamilies of S may for instance be found in Goodman 2, pp. 113]120 .
< <For a fixed p, p G 1r4 and F ; S, we denote by F the subfamily of Fp
consisting of functions omitting p. In this paper we address the problem of
 .determining the Koebe domain of S , K S , for a given p. This problemp p
can be regarded as a natural extension of the result about omitted values
* Supported by the Research Council of Norway.
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to a question about omitted pairs. Since S is rotationally invariant, the set
 .of omitted pairs is completely determined when the Koebe domains K Sp
 xare known for all p g y`, y1r4 .
We completely determine the Koebe domain of a certain subfamily SMp
of S , and by using this result we obtain upper and lower bounds forp
 .K S :p
L p ; K S ; U p . .  . .p
We shall see that the upper bound is asymptotically sharp in both extremal
cases p ª y` and p ª y1r4, while for the lower bound this is true only
when p ª y`. Keep in mind that p is always real and in the interval
 xy`, y1r4 .
 .An important step in the direction of finding an upper bound for K Sp
is to investigate the subfamily SM of S, defined as follows:
Pick the functions in S that map the unit disk onto the complement of a
 .single or double slit supported by a straight line. In order to get a
 .ccompact family, we add all functions in S for which f D , the complement
 . of f D , is a halfplane. The family thus obtained is denoted SM slit
.mappings .
In Section 2 we present a few results about SM and use them to
 .determine the domain K SM . For a more detailed discussion of SM, wep
w xrefer the reader to 4 .
In Section 3 we add another family to SM to get a better upper bound
 .for K S , and by using the omitted value transformation we also obtain ap
lower bound.
2. THE SUBFAMILY SM
Let f be a function in SM with slit endpoints w s p and w , and let aÄ Äs l
Ädenote the distance from the origin to the supporting line l of the slit. A
geometric discussion then shows that a F 1r2 is a necessary condition for
membership in S, and a s 1r2 produces a halfplane mapping. In fact,
1 f y fs l
a s cos , 2.1 . /2 2
where f and f are the angles shown in Fig. 1.s l
ÄIt turns out to be convenient to rotate l to a vertical position l in order
 .to fix the real parts of the points on l at distance a see Fig. 1b .
ÄLet l be a line through p at an angle q with the positive real axis. Let
Äw and w denote the endpoints of a double slit with l as supporting line.Ä Äs l
ÄWe shall let f vary among the functions in SM having l as supporting line
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FIG. 1. Illustration of a double slit.
for the slit and omitting p. Furthermore, let w be the endpoint of theÄe
Ä .  .unique single slit in the q q p -direction on l. In the case w s p, theÄs
 .  .functions r q and R q are defined by
w s p q r q eiq , w s p q R q eiq , r q F R q . .  .  .  .Ä Äe l
Soon these functions will be helpful to us, and the following parameters
are used to obtain expressions for them:
a s yp sin q ,
p
f s y q and f s f y 2 arccos 2 a,s l s2
 4  4I w s yp cos q , I w s a tan f , ands l l
1 y 8a2
 4I w s .e 2’4 1 y 4a
 4  wThe expression for I w follows by a geometric discussion see 4,e
x.Section 2.3 . Immediately we find that
8a2 y 1
 4  4r q s I w y I w s yp cos q q . s e 2’4 1 y 4a
2 2 2 2’y4 p 1 y 4 p sin q cos q q 8 p sin q y 1 .
s ,
2 2’4 1 y 4 p sin q
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and a short calculation gives
 4  4R q s I w y I w s yp cos q q p sin q tan f . s l l
2 2 2’4 p 1 y 4 p sin q
s .
2 2 2 2’8 p sin q y 1 y 4 p 1 y 4 p sin q cos q .
Observe the relation
p2
R q s . .
r q .
In particular we have
1 1
r 0 s y p q , R 0 s yp q , .  . /4 4 q 1rp
 w x w x.in accordance with classical results see e.g. 1, p. 74 or 3 .
Ä Ä .Let l s l q be a line through p at an angle q with the positive real
Ä .axis. When the intersection between K SM and l is found for allp
permitted q , we have a complete description of the Koebe domain of SM .p
This requires a discussion of several cases, and the result is as follows.
Ä xTHEOREM 1. Suppose p g y`, y1r4 . Let l be the line through p at an
angle q with the positi¨ e real axis.
Let
w s w q s p q r q eiq , w s w q s p q R q eiq , .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Äe e l l
r q F R q , .  .
where
2 2 2 2’y4 p 1 y 4 p sin q cos q q 8 p sin q y 1 .
r q s , .
2 2’4 1 y 4 p sin q
p2
R q s , .
r q .
 .  . w xand let q be the smallest solution of r q s R q for q in 0, pr2 if suchrR
solutions exist.
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Define
2’16 p y 1
q s arcsin .s 2 /8 p
Ä Ä Ä Ä  .  ..  .Finally, let l w q , w q denote the part of l s l q between w g l andÄ Ä Äe l e
Äw g l, endpoints excluded.Äl
Ä .Then the Koebe domain K SM is described by using l as follows.p
 xp g y`, y1r2 .
ÄK SM s l w q , w q . .  . .Ä Ä . Dp e l
 .qg yq , qrR rR
 xp g y1r2, y1r4 .
’ xv p g y1r2, y1r2 2 :
ÄK SM s l w q , w q . .  . .Ä Ä . Dp e l
 .qg yq , qs s
’ .v p g y1r2 2 , y1r4 :
ÄK SM s l w q , w q .  . .Ä Ä . Dp e l /
w xqg yq , qs s
Äj l q . .D /
w .  xqg ypr2,yq j q ,pr2s s
Ã . w xv p s y1r4: K SM s C _ y`, y1r4 .p
 .Remark. An alternative way of writing K SM in the case p gp
 xy`, y1r2 is
K SM s p q D eiq : r q - D - R q , yq - q - q .  . 4 .p rR rR
and is similar in the other cases.
 .cProof. We study the family of functions f g SM such that p g f D
c Ä .  .and each complement f D has l q as supporting line; examples are
shown in Fig. 1. The concept gap is used for the open segment between
the slit endpoints. For a fixed angle q , we take the intersection of all the
gaps produced by the functions described above. If this intersection is
non-empty we get a new gap, and this gap is the intersection between the
Ä Ä .line l and the Koebe domain K SM , called the K-gap of l. The K-gap isp
Äan open interval on l since the endpoints are slit-endpoints and hence
omitted by a function in SM .p
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ÄIf the line l has a distance a greater than or equal to 1r2 from the
Ä . origin, any pair p, w , w g l, is an omitted pair for a function in SM a
.  .halfplane mapping , and the intersection with K SM is empty. We mayp
therefore assume a - 1r2. Also, since f and f simultaneously are in SM ,p
 .K SM is symmetric with respect to the real axis, and we may restrict thep
w  .xdiscussion to q g 0, arcsin 1r2 p .
In the discussion we shall refer to the situation where the supporting
Äline l is rotated to the vertical position l as in Fig. 1b. Let the endpoints of
m. m.  m.4  m.4a gap on l be denoted w and w , I w ) I w , given by anglesl s s l
m. m. f and f . We move the endpoints up and down along l i.e., varyings l
.  .f , keeping in mind that the relation 2.1 must always be satisfied.
Start with w m. in w and w m. in w . Let w m. ª ` in the direction ofs s l l l
the negative imaginary axis. Then w m. ª w .s e
If there is a K-gap on l, it will be the part of the line between w and w ,l e
endpoints not included.
The possibility of not having a gap is for all p F y1r2 obtained only if
the relation between q and p is such that w reaches down to w , i.e.,e l
 4  4I w F I w . For a fixed p F y1r2, this occurs for a q s q , and fore l rR
w .q G q there is no K-gap on l. For all q continuously varying in 0, qrR rR
  .we get K-gaps, and the union of all these gaps including q in yq , 0 byrR
.  .symmetry produces the Koebe domain K SM . In the computationsp
below we will find an equation that uniquely determines q .rR
 xFor values of p in y1r2, y1r4 the discussion is slightly more compli-
cated.
 .These arguments show that the idea behind finding K SM is fairlyp
simple. Still, since there are so many cases of p involved, the discussion
turns out to be rather lengthy. We shall present the method used to
 .describe K SM by working out the simplest case p F y1r2 first, andp
later the other cases by modifying the first case, taking into account the
added difficulties.
 xThe Case p g y`, y1r2 . The angle q is determined by the equa-rR
tion
r q s R q s yp . .  .  .
Any solution of this equation is a solution of the cubic equation
1 1 1
3 2cos q y cos q y 1 y cos q q 1 y q s 0, 2.2 .2 2 4 /  /4 p 4 p 128 p
but not conversely. A discussion shows that for p F y1r2 we have three
 .  .real solutions of 2.2 . If q - q - q are these solutions, then r q -1 2 3 1
 .R q and q ) pr2, so q is the only possible solution and indeed we can1 3 2
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 .  .verify that r q s R q . Hence we set q s q . For q g2 2 2 r R
w  .x  .  .q arcsin 1r2 p we have r q G R q , which means no K-gap. Thus,rR
 .the angle q is unique, and the Koebe domain K SM is completelyrR p
 .described by the K-gaps given for q g yq , q . This concludes therR rR
proof in the case p F y1r2.
 .As p ª y`, K SM describes a lens-shaped domain where in the limitp
the boundary intersects the real axis in "1r4 and the imaginary axis in
’"1r2 2 . Already for p s y9 this shape is visible, illustrated in Fig. 2a.
A particularly nice domain is obtained when p s y1r2. Then
p 1
q s , r q s and R q s cos q , .  .rR 3 4 cos q
which shows that as q increases from yq to q , w describes a part ofÄrR rR e
 4the line R w s y1r4, while w describes a part of the circular arc withÄl
 .center at the origin and radius 1r2. Fig. 2b shows K SM .y1r2
 xThe Case p g y1r2, y1r4 . In what follows, the presentation will
mainly be concerned with what happens for the different values of p, and
 .in most cases the proofs which are elementary will be omitted.
 .FIG. 2. Koebe domains K SM for three different values of p.p
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By comparing the results of the previous discussion with the classical
theory, which implies that
Ã w xK S s C _ y`, y1r4 , .y1r4
 .we know in advance that there has to be a ``blowup'' of K SM when pp
approaches y1r4.
’ .p g y1r2, y1r2 2 . For all values of p in this interval there is a
 xpossibility not mentioned in the case p g y`, y1r2 , that implies no
Ä c .K-gap on l: We may have a function f g SM, where f D contains a slit
 .covering w and going in the q-direction up to the right in Figure 1a . ThisÄs
 4happens if and only if there is a single slit mapping in SM with R w s a
as supporting line, going in the direction of the negative imaginary axis and
with its endpoint on or above w :s
Think of the process of moving w m. to infinity in the direction of thes
m.positive imaginary axis. It is then easily seen that w moves to w . Thel e
condition under which the gap is filled is therefore
 4yI w G yp cos q .e
Hence the angle giving equality is obtained when
8 p2 sin2q y 1
 4  4yI w s I w m s yp cos q 2.3 .e s 2 2’4 1 y 4 p sin q
which implies
2’16 p y 1
q s q s arcsin . 2.4 .s 2 /8 p
w xFor all q g q , pr2 , the two single slits of opposite directions ares
Äamong the slits with l as supporting line and p included on the slits. They
Äoverlap, and there is no K-gap on l.
 .  .  xA calculation shows that r q G R q for p g y`, y1r2 which im-s s
plies that
p
p g y`, y1r2 « q - q while p s y1r2 « q s q s . . rR s s rR 3
 .  .Thus, for p F y1r2, the curves described by r q and R q meet at an
angle q smaller than or equal to q , and q has no influence on therR s s
 .  xdiscussion of K SM . In the interval y1r2, y1r4 there are values of pp
 .  .for which the equation r q s R q does not have any solution, i.e., qrR
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  ..does not exist. A closer study of this equation or of 2.2 shows that this is
’the case for all p ) y9r8 6 . Since q is the smallest angle solving therR ’ .  .  .  .  xequation r q s R q and r q - R q for p g y1r2, y9r8 6 , its s
follows that
’p g y1r2, y9r8 6 « q - q . s rR
’ . w xEquation 2.3 has a solution q g 0, pr2 for all p - y1r2 2 , thuss’ .  .­ K SM , p g y1r2, y1r2 2 , is described by the endpoints w and wÄ Äp e l
Ä .when q g yq , q , and the part of the line l between w and w at anglesÄ Äs s e l
"q . The Koebe domains are bounded for all choices of p in this intervals
because of the lines at angles "q .s
’ ’w xp g y1r2 2 , y1r4 . The case p s y1r2 2 is of special interest. In
Äthis situation q s pr2, hence no part of the line l at angle pr2 iss ’ .included in K SM . But at the same time a substitution of p s y1r2 2p
 .  .into r q and R q shows that
lim r q s 0 and lim R q s `. .  .
qªpr2 qªpr2
 .Thus, pr2 is the angle of an asymptote for R q , and it can be shown that
w x .this asymptote is the imaginary axis 4 , Appendix A . It follows that qs
Ä  .represents both the angle for which no part of l is included in K SM ’y1r2 2
’ .and the angle of the asymptote for R q . Hence p s y1r2 2 is the
 .  .smallest value of p for which K SM is unbounded. K SM is’p y1r2 2
sketched in Fig. 2c.
’ x  .For p g y1r2 2 , y1r4 , q s q in 2.4 becomes the angle of thes
Ä .asymptote for R q , giving the part of l at angle q in the upper halfplanes
Ä .included in K SM while the part of l in the lower halfplane is excluded.p
 4  .This is because q s q implies that I w s yp cos q so r q s 0 ands e s
 .R q ª `.s
 .The asymptote for R q intersects the real axis at p q q where q s
 2 . < < < <ypr 16 p y 1 . Since q ) p , it follows that p q q ) 0. The lines
 .  .through p at angles "q are tangent lines to the r q -curve, thus r qs
 .describes a curve of dropshape. Each domain K SM is bounded to thep
 .left by lines at angles " p y q through p. As p ª y1r4, the Koebes
Ã . w xdomains K SM are approaching the ``C _ y`, y1r4 -domain.''p
 .By this, K SM is completely determined.p
3. APPROXIMATING THE KOEBE DOMAIN OF Sp
 .If we let p ª y`, we know from the classical result that K S ª D .p 1r4
 .But K SM , p ª y`, is a larger domain as seen in the previous section.p
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 .In order to get an upper bound for K S which is asymptotically sharp, wep
introduce the bounded Koebe functions
k z z .uy1 w xf z s Mk where k z s , u g yp , p . .  .u u 2 / iuM 1 y e z .
3.1 .
These functions map D onto D minus a radial slit from yMeiu to theM
point
yeiu
. 3.2 .2’1 q 1 y 1rM .
We are now ready to state the main result regarding the Koebe domain
of S .p
 .THEOREM 2. Let K SM be the Koebe domain of SM for a fixedp p
 xp g y`, y1r4 . Define
U p s K SM l D .  .p m p.
where
1¡ x, p g y`, y1 ,2’1 q 1 q 1rp .~m p s . p
x, p g y1, y1r4 .¢ ’1 y 2 y p
Define
2p 4 p
L p s D j q : q q - . . 1r4 2 2 516 p y 1 16 p y 1
Then
L p ; K S ; U p . .  . .p
Remarks. From the theorem it follows that
Ã .  .v p ª y ` « U p ª D , p ª y1r4 « U p ª C _1r4
w xy`, y1r4 ,
 .  .   4p ª y` « L p ª D , p ª y1r4 « L p ª w: R w )1r4
4y1r8 j D ,1r4
and
 .v the intersection between K S and the real axis is completelyp
determined.
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Proof.
The Upper Bound
 xp g y`, y1 : If we require p to be omitted by all functions f in
 . w x3.1 , u / 0, we must have 1 F M F yp. Since all u g 0, 2p are permit-
 .ted, it follows that the Koebe domain for this family is D , where m pm p.
 .is the absolute value of 3.2 for M s yp.
 x  .p g y1, y1r4 . For M s yp - 1, 3.2 is not defined. But for p
close enough to y1r4 numerically, p ) y0.37532 . . . ; a solution of the
5 4 2 .  .equation p q 9p r4 y 3 p r8 q 1r64 s 0 , the functions in 3.1 are
brought into the picture in another way. This time only functions of the
form
k z z .y1f z s Mk for k z s .  . 2 /M 1 y z .
are of influence, and M is chosen such that
1 p
s yp « M s M p s . .2 ’1 y 2 y p’1 q 1 y 1rM .
 .Then p is omitted by f while the other point q in an omitted pair p, q
has to satisfy
< <q G M p , .
 .i.e., a disk with radius M p .
Putting the results together, it follows that if we define
xm p s m p for p g y`, y1 , .  . 
xm p s M p for p g y1, y1r4 . .  . 
 .the upper bound for K S is given byp
xU p s K SM l D , p g y`, y1r4 . .  .p m p.
 .Thus, the disk D works as a ``cutter'' on K SM , cutting its ``tips'' for pm p. p
close enough to y1r4. In particular, we obtain by this construction that
 .  . U p is bounded in the cases where K SM is unbounded except forp
.p s y1r4, of course .
 .  .  .  .Observe that m p ª 1r4 as p ª y`, i.e., U p ª K S ; and m p
Ã . w xª ` as p ª y1r4, i.e., U p ª Cr y`, y1r4 , so the result is asymp-
totically sharp.
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 .In Fig. 3, U p is illustrated for three different values of p.
The Lower Bound.
 xLet p be an omitted point for an f g S, p g y`, y1r4 . Choose a
Ã  .q g C such that p, q is an omitted pair for f.
 w x.Then the omitted-value transformation see 1, p. 27
qf z .
g z s .
q y f z .
 .is again a function in S, and pqr q y p is an omitted value for g. Thus,
1<  . < <  . <  .pqr q y p G 1r4. By negation we find that pqr q y p - « p, q4
is not an omitted pair.
The q-values thus given constitute an open disk
2p 4 p
q q - ,2 216 p y 1 16 p y 1
 .which must be contained in K S . The same is of course the case for thep
 .union of D and this disk, which produces the lower bound L p . Figure1r4
 .FIG. 3. Upper and lower bounds of K S for three different values of p.p
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 .  .3 illustrates L p for three different values of p, and ­ K S has to lie inp
the region between the upper and lower bounds, i.e., in the darkest shaded
areas on the figures.
The following sharpness property in the figures is easily shown to be
true in general:
 .The intersection between K S and the real axis is completely deter-p
 .  .mined since L p l R s U p l R.
Remarks.
 .v Note that SM and the family represented by 3.1 contribute in
 .different ways towards the ``best possible'' i.e., smallest possible upper
 .  .bound for K S : roughly, K SM in the direction of the real axis, thep p
other one in the direction of the imaginary axis.
We also note that the lower bound is ``good'' for small p's, actually
asymptotically exact as p ª y`, but not good for large p's. As p ª y1r4
  4 4it tends to the union of the halfplane w: R w ) y1r8 and D ,1r4
 . w x whereas the actual K S is the complement of the ray y`, y1r4 . Butp
 . .for p ª y1r4, K SM is asymptotically correct.p
v For more detailed proofs of the theorems and additional figures,
w xsee 4 .
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